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Polity.
The state of the treasury is

considered "critical" because
700 students have not yet paid
their $57 activities fee.

After discussions with several
organization leaders, and an
examination of all club
expenditures, Remer projected
an estimate of spending for the
remaining months. Believing that
many clubs will not be spending
all that was allocated to them,
Remer froze parts of certain
budgets.

In deciding upon original
allocations, Student Government
has not considered the number
of students that dropped out or
whose activities fees had been
waived for financial reasons.
Nearly 700 students fall into this
category.

Budget Co pse to MeeS
Remer hopes that the budget

committee meeting will be able
to plan for next year's budget in
order to avoid the situation
which occured this year. 'he
tume and place of the meeting
has not yet been d mid.

At the meeting, a
subcommittee to study
"problem areas" of the bmimt
. mrDbe foonufaM. okSW
6<problems" include athletics,
revision of financial procedures,
setting the activities fee for next

continued on page 3

over ruling the student council, put a temporary freeze on several
club budgets, Monday night, in an economy move.

By MARSHA PRAVDER

Tremurer Larry Remer has fro-
zen $32,000 of the Polity Budget
pending the collection of unpaid
activities fees.

In a separate budget
development, Remer announced
that a preliminary meeting of
the budget committee will be
held on Sunday night.

Among thome b I eeh
were partially frozen are Polity's
operational budget , BSU, Polity
darkroom, OAS, SAB, language
clubs, COCA, the Stress
Analysis, and Wider Horizons.

Student Council Overruled
Citing a Polity constitution

section which states that the
Treasurer "'shall be responsible
for all Polity monies subject to
the policies and p re of
the Student Council,"' as well as
being "respousible for ... the
collection and disbusemnt of
all Polity fundis" Remer
overruled Student Council
objections and: iNclaed e
budget freeze at a NTemday night
Council meeting. Remer,
however, stressed that the
$32,000 will only be frozen
until more money is received by

recruiters interviewed seniors yesterday. se story page a.

Cahillman
-

Relmer Freezes Chb $$$;
'71 Budget Panlel to Meet

glasses) officiated for the first time in his new post of council
chairman.

SB Council On- Campus
Debates Drug1 roblem"

By AAN HOCHBERG

A student toW the Stony Brook CouncU at its frst
n- carom s public meting oa, yo not: A . what

-mcreSi yonu'e tKing about-O
The animated debate began when the council

entertained questions from the audience. Richard Puz, a
student, stressed to the council, "You simply do not
understand the problem." Polity President Lonnie Wolfe
elaborated on this point by saying that the council has
displayed "appalling" ignorance. "It's the council, not the
students, who must seek education." Wolfe added that
"Before defining the problem you must understand the
problem Not drug use but why people are using drugs is
the problem." The council's main reply was that there is a
drug problem on campus because of widespread
availability and use and it should be controlled.

John De Francesco tried to clarify the students' position
to the body by explaining that "Students do not define
the problem the same way you do." He added that to
attack the problem you have to get to the source. "The
problem does not have its origins and conclusions on this
campus but in the larger society."

To solve the drug problem, the council advocated a
more comprehensive and extensive educational program.
They also were in general agreement about continuing the
current drug laws. However, they said they would consider
a general review of the existing laws. Specifically, the
council proposed a vast questionnaire to find out about
student drug use and student opinion on the current laws
and educational progicm. VPSA Scott Rickard said that
the questionnaire was imperative to find out if the rules and
educational program have had any effect on the student
boyd. VPSA Rickard added that he thought the current
educational program was ineffective.

Chairman Tobler added that a recent Statesman article
gave a false impression of him when it said that he thought
that there was no real difference between pot and hard
drugs. He had said rather that as a laymen he was
unqualified to make a distinction.

In other matters, Councilman J.K.Murphy brought up a
resolution advocating a two year period before a retiring
councilman can receive a paid position at Stony Brook. It
came in response to former Councilman William Larson
being considered for VPSA-a paid position here. However,
Murphy made it explicitly clear that the resolution was in
no way an attack on the personal integrity of Larson. He
said that it was essential to avoid a future conflict of
interest charge against a council member. Objections to the

Continued on page 4

.E. VS. the Left : Round one
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Corts, remaked with
triumphant logic, "most
students at Ohio University are
unmarried-so why discuss the
size of penises with unmarried
students?'

Corts also objected to other
recent stories (including a
graffitti guide to the bathrooms
of Athens), letters to the editor,
and a, cartoon about Judge
Hoffman- all labelled by him as
"pure smut.t'

Most of the students haven't
been arrested (yet), so why tell
them about Judge Hoffman?

Jack Berg, a former I
r esident o f I
Langmuir has been
missing sin ce Feb.2Z
If you have any
information
regard ing his
whereabouts, kindly
contact Statesman.

DO NOT LOOK AT THE
ECLIPSE TOMORROW,
EVEN WITH EXPOSED
FILM-IT WILL RUIN
YOUR EYES.

r
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,pnroc-e&sd Applicants may apply
to their own college and up to a
maximum of two others. RA

tion will most probably
take ple immediately after
Easter recess, but no
announcement of selections will
take pae before May 8.

There are major differences
among the coles as to what
they want the responsibilities
and functions of their RA's to
be. For the most part, proposals
submitted by colleges in G and
H Quads indicated that they
want RA's to act as counselors
and dec advisors to the
students on their hall. Eugene
01Neill College, for example,
specified that they want their
RA's to 'Sssist the students in
solving theik personal, social and
emotional problems and to
participate in and encourage
educational discussion groups "
Fhe newer colleges in Kelly,
Tabler and Roth want their RA's
to serve more functional
purposes under the college plan
in an attempt to improve life
within the college. George
Gershwin College wants their
RA's to work with the college
master, the legislature and the
program coordinator in
establishing activities for the
college. They feel that it is
through the RA that the
activities of the college can be
brought to the individual halls."
They disapprove of the RA's
having any counselling
responsibilities and favor an im
proved professional counseling
staff.

RA's will be distributed next
year according to the freshman
distribution, which is expected
to be about equal among all the
quads. However, G and H will
probably get several extra RA's
because the freshman
concentration will be slightly
larger there.

Dr. Solo, head of the RCC,
expressed his concern that
"'minority groups and minority

(opinions be taken into
i consideration in the selection of
an RA and MA staff." He also
feels that "training and
evaluation of RA's is very

i important," and expressed hope
that next year "each college
legislature and master would
assist the RA by giving him

WASHINGTON, D.C.-Dr. M. Grant Gross, Stony Brook
oceanographer, told a Senate Subcommittee on Air and
Water Pollution yesterday that there has been little change
in the control of waste disposal since 1675. In that year,
'the Governor of New York, Edmund Andros, found it
necessary to decree that all persons were forbidden sto cast
any dung, dirt or refuse of ye city, or anything to fill up ye
harbor or among ye neighbors or neighboring shores under
penalty of forty slateinr. 9r

"Nearly 300 years later," Dr.
.Gross said, "we are still troubled
with the disposal of the same
types of wastes and we have
essentially the same type of
control measures."

In testimony -before the
Senate Subcommittee, Dr. Grow
said, "Between 1964 and 1968
the New York Metropolitan
Region, including parts of New
York and New Jersey, dumped
about ten million tons'of waste
solids in the ocean, about 20% in
western Long Island, the
remainder in sites near the
harbor entrance. The amount of
waste solids is increasing at a

Paper

feedback on his success or
failure to do the job required of
him"

Each college may set up their
own selection committee
composed of the college master,
quad manager, legislative
members, current RA's and
students to review applications
and recommendations, and to
interview the candidates. The
decisions of the selection board
will be final in determining who
will be RA's in their colleee.

As for the selection of
managerial assistants, Mr.
Chason of the housing office
announced that selection
procedures for MA's will start
within the next two weeks. The
housing office is requesting one
managerial assistant per- wing of
a college, along with one quad
manager and one assistant quad
manager. As of yet, their
requests have not been met.

Ohio Univ.

rate of about four percent a
year. Sewage sludges constitute
about 1.5% of the total amount
of solids discharged; dredged
materials make up about two
thirds of the wastes."

"When considering the waste
disposal sites," Dr. Gross said,
"it is important to keep in mind
that materials introduced into
coastal waters may travel long
distances. The coastal ocean
between southern M husetts
and Cape Hatteras, North
Carolina is essentially a single
unit. In general, currents tend to
move water from the north
toward the south, with local and
seasonal variation. Therefore, we
cannot consider each disposal
site separately but must at some
point consider the question
"How much waste can this
stretch of ocean accept without
suffering an excessive amount of
damage?"

"In fiscal year 1967," he
noted, "the Corps of E gneers-
reported that 22 sites were used
for waste disposal in the ocean
-between Boston and the mouth
of the Chesapeake Bay. The
total discharge exceeded 22
million cubic yards,"

The use of the ocean for
dumping wastes will increase,
Dr. Gross said, as coastal
communities reach their landfill
capacity. "If the continental
shelf is to be used for waste
disposal," he said, "we must
learn how to operate a "sanitary
landfill' at sea without damaging
the ocean, its life or the adjacent
shores. "

"We have not done well in the'
past." he warned, adding that
"in the past 100 years our
society has made sewers of our
rivers and cesspools of our
harbors. As we seek to remedy
these abuses, we should be
certain that we are not creating
new problem areas stretching
along the length of our
urbanized coasts."

Dr. Gross urged that an
outside agency, such as the
National Academy of Sciences -
National Academy off
Engineering, establish a panel of
experts "to review existing data
and advise the pertinent
regulatory agencies, including
the Corps of Engineers, about
continued use of these sites" in
costal waters.

He also- called for further
study "to develop the means for
classification of wastes, both
liquid and solid."

"Based on available data, it
might be decided -that low
volume-high toxicity wastes not
be dumped in the ocean but be
reclaimed by chemical treatment
or disposed of on land. On the
other hand, large volume-low
toxicity wastes such as clean
sands might be recommended
for projects such as beach
replenishment, landfill or
covering former waste disposal
sites. Criteria are also needed for
selection of disposal sites for the
different types of wastes."

By BOB ALTMAN

Residential colleges win
establish and implement their
own procedures for selecting
resident astants for next year.

The total revamping of RA
selection procedures will also
allow colleges to determine the
responsibilities and functions of
RA's.

Selection procedures and job
descriptions for each college are
to be finalized and returned to
the personnel subcommittee of
the Residential College Councd
by this afternoon. On March 12,
all colleges must have ready
applications, job descriptions
and selection procedures. for an
candidates for RA- in their
college. Applications will have to
be completed and returned by
March 20 in order to be

Called "xSmut'" Sheet
Ohio (LNS)-A state senator has threatened to lead a

drive in the Ohio Legislature to cut off state funds which
support The Post, the student newspaper of Ohio
University, unless the paper refrains from printing what he
called "pure unadulterated smut."

Senator Robert J. Corts said
in a statement released recently:

"I have seen a number of recent
issues of the Ohio University
Post and I am appalled at the
type of journalism which is
being permitted at one of our
leading universities."

Corts specifically objected to
an article in the February 9 issue
of the Post reporting a sex
symposium held at the
university the day before.
Reporter Paul Chimera's "smut"
consisted of mentioning what
the symposium, led by two
doctors, a minister and a
university professor, had been
about-birth control, abortion,
and male students' questions
about penis size.

STATESMAN. student niewwspaper
of SUMY at Stony Brook, is
published Mony, ddesdys,
and Fridays during the spring
sOWNster by the Statesman
Association, an un n porated
non-profit organization. Richard
Puz, President; Alan J. wax.
Trrerr. Editorial and Business
Offices are located in the Stony
Brook Union Building, lower
MweL Editorial and Business
phone: 246-3690. Mopber United
States Student Press Association.
Represented for national
advertising by National
Educational Advertising Service,
18 E. 50th St., New York, N.Y.
Printed by The Smithtown News,
1 Brooksite Or. Smithtown. NY.
Free to students. $5 per year.
Singles, 10 cents. Entered as
second class mail at Stony Brook,
NMY.

12-2 - The Little Elf-alias Peter - e - B
Cemons

^, NCOICE
12-3 - The Flush (After the

Mayall Concert) Fn L oSunday F ln al Lecture on
7-9 - Ernie Starr's Black Soul | |Experience I Transcendental Mediation 1
9-11 -The Waldo Show with I

Dave Wald I Tonigfht at 8 * °0
11-1:30 - The Uncle Kenny Tonightat 8:30 O

Bromberg Show Hum. Lecture Hall

News every hour 7-1. Call in S.I.M.S.
yourstories on 7901. | ' *
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WUSB SCHEDULE
820 AM

6796,7900, 7901

Friday
7-9:50 - Bob Warren's Between

the Day & The Night
9:50-end - Basketball Game
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to. . we all can't have a
wand." One student asked about
the military-industrial complex
being the largest of the United
States' polluters. Hickel replied,
"I can't run the Pentagon."

Throughout the 50-minute
session, Hickel made various
references to the ABM and DDT
research. When asked for a
clarification of his opinion on
these matters, the Secretary
responded, 'I'm going to stick
with my President."

Hickel urged the editors to do
more to solve environmental
problems. "Do it through your
media," -he said, "there are
things even the President wants
to straighten out."

During the meeting,
discussi touched on the
subject of the American Indian
and river pollution. Hickel said
that there are many factors
involved in river pollution that
people do not realize. He cited
rainwater as a pollutant.

Heckles Pick
BY RONNY HARTMAN

Washington, D. C.-As large
yellow banners arig the word
"bulkhit" waved in his face,
Secretary of the Interior Walter
J. Hickel told a group of college
editors that he could not "wave
a wand" to solve this country's
ecological and natural resources
problems.

Hickel made these remarks at
a February 28 press conference
during the United States Student
Press Association's College
Editors Conference. The session,
conducted almost entirely in a
question and answer fashion,
rapidly became a stormy debate
as students greeted Hickel's
comments with loud catcalls and
obscenities.

Part of the questioning related
to reports that the Secretary
owns oil holdingp in Alaska.
Hickel emphatically denied the

reports and offered "to pay the
way of anyone to Alaska," if he
could prove that such holdings
exist.

A question concerning the
defoliation of a strip of land
between the U.S. and Canada
prompted the former Alaskan
governor to say that he did not
have authority over international
matters. When Hickel went on
to explain that "I don't know
how we can do it,' onestudent
shouted . out, "What do you
know, Hickel?" The speaker

countered with, 'when I stand in
front of this group, I don't think
I know too much."

Cash Freeze
Continued from page 1

year, discussing a commuter fee,
and dealing with budget
priorities. Remer plans to discuss
how allocations for community
action can be implemented.

Questionnaire

Also being planned is a
campus-wide questionnaire in
order to determine in which
areas the students want their
money allocated. Commented
Remer, "The University . is
obviously not providing for the
students. I hope that Polity can
use its means to accomplish
what the University has not."

This year, the Student
Council assumed that they
would receive activities fees
from 95% of the total number of
students. Next year, Remer
plans to take into account the
drop-outs and people whose fees
were w -waived, and then
speculate- that 95% of the
remaining student body will pay
the fee.

led Hickel SDS Pro tests GE Recruiters
Open Forum Set for Near Future

On the subject of oil r. v u ur
sanctuaries in Santa Barbara, By NED &rEELE

Cfot and th vast numer Representatives of the General Electric Corporation, which recruited on campus

Hickel strewed that awe can yesterday despite a short-lived SDS protest, will be returning to Stony Brook shortly.
take care of it and we're going They are scheduled to appear in about 10 days at a campus open forum on GE's

relationship to society.
While four GE recruiters were

interviewing some 50 job-seeking
seniors yesterday, SDS members
staged two anti-GE guerilla
theatre productions. They then
nmarced to the Security building
where they were geeted by
University Police Chief Richard
Walsh, who told them the
recruiters were out to lunch.

Walsh admitted 10 protesters
to the building and threatened
with arrest two others who
attempted to force entry. After
a discussion of tactics the
demonstrators decided against
blocking the recruiters from
returning to the building and
they dispersed.

The open forum, a concept
supported by the Student
Council, the Coalition, and the
Suffolk Labor Committee, will
be held on campus as soon as
University and General Electric
officials can make necessary
arrangements.

Yesterday's demonstration
was boycotted by the Labor

Committee. In a seven page
leaflet, the labor Committee
condemned "meaningless
actions" and said "recruiters are
not the people who are causing
the Wars."

Maurice Norton, GE's
Manager of Educational
Relations and Recruiting for the
East Coast, agreed to hold- the
forum earlier this week, asking
that questions be submitted in
advance.A group of students
yesterday morning mailed the
executive a list of six questions
about GE's role in society.
Norton also r4quested that the

session be a "true forum" rather.
than anti-GE attack conducted
by students.

Acting University President T.
Alexander Pond, who spoke
with Norton Tuesday, said that
Acting Vice-President for
Student Affairs Scott Rickard
and Assistant Director of
Placement Counseling James
Keene would be responsible for
final arrangements. Pond added
that a moderator would soon be
named for the session, e.td
expressed hope that students
would be involved in the event.

Continued on amce 8
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The arrest of two Stony Brook students Monday on

narcotics charges marked a departure from the prior

procedure for campus drug arrests.
representatives of the student
affairs or housing offices as well
as the AIM, HEP, and
residential counseling programs.

The policy was formulated by
discussions between University
officials and Suffolk County
police representatives, with the
approval of the President's
office. It wil continue for an, as
yet, undetermined period of
time.

The arrests also differed from
those in previous years in that
the arrest warrants were issued
by a judge rather than following
Grand Jury indictments.

The students, Andrew
Simmons and Earl Haye, were
picked up on warrants charging
them with the sale of marijuana
to police undercover agents.
Simmons also allegedly sold
hashish. The charges are felonies,

and, if convicted, both students
could face sentences uP to 15
years- each.

Warrants issued for the arrest
of the two were presented to
University police by Suffolk
County narcotics agents. AIM
Director George Bunch was
informed of the warrants by
Security because the two black
students are in the AIM program.

One student surrendered at
the Security building Monday
night and the other turned
himself in to Suffolk County
police -at their Hauppauge
headquarters.

While no formal statement has
been made at this time that
future drug arrests will be
carried out in a similar manner,
one University official has said
that Suffolk County has agreed
to present narcotics arrest
warrants to the University police

and allow them to carry out the
arrest, with the aid of what was
termed "appropriate civilian
officials." This could include
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Hillel Presents

Sat. March 7th
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Live Entertainment by

i ~ Chedva- & David '
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Israeli Food, too!
Hillel Members-

Stony Brook union Cale Free
8: 30 pm Non - Members - 50¢
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*SB Students Busted
By BILL STOLLER

THIS
SUMMER

Theatre, tennis and riding facilities are on
campus as well as modern residence

halls for men and women.

UNDERGRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS
Liberal Arts and Sciences. Pre-Professional,
Pre-Engineering, Business and Education.

GRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS in the School of
Education, Arts and Sciences, Palmer Graduate Library
School, Arthur T. Rotb School of Business Administration.

Apply nW for TWO 5-WEEK SUMMER SESSIONS
JUNE 22-JULY 24 and JULY 27-AUJGUST 28-4Day and -Evening.

Visiting students from accredited colleges welcome.

C.W. POST CENTER
LONG ISLAJND UNIVERSITY

For additional information, summer bulletin ad appliction
Phone (516) 299-2431 or mail coupon

Summer Session Office, C. W. Post Center
P.O. Greenvale, L.l., N.Y. 11548 CP

Please send me Summer Sessions information bulletin.

o undergaduate 0 Graduate 0 Day 0 Evening

Name ................. *'*- *

Address ........ *

City. ............... ....... State .......... ZIP ... ......

If visiting student, from which college? ........... ; ....... . _!
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LOST GREY POCKETBOOK
hum/bldg. Papers Items of
sentimental value. If found return to
German office -. no questions asked

SERVICES
WANTWD TO BUY: Cultural History
ot Western Education for Education
162. Call Lonny 3995.
ROUND TRIP N.Y. to Luxembourg
No. 239. Any dates up to 45 days.
Round trip N.Y. to London $200
June 11 to August 4. Barry 4604.

MISGELLANEOUS
-ROOM AVAILABLE! fully furnished
garden apt., free het, air d c¢an
Nil 928-2257 after 6.

HUGE. BEDROOM $So/mo t,
utilities. M/U . d p t _re)Lake
Ronkonkoma 15 mtn. by car. Manny
7687 or 585-2257.
JOBS! JOBS! and more JOBS3
Students, teahers. Stateside and
internati l ob Recreational jobs
Year-round Jobs; Sumer Jobs. All
occupations and trades. En"oY a
vacation Whie You oan-kiurry! The
best job$ are taken early.. Write:
JOBS. P.O. Box 475, D e p t . C P 2 1 2 -1

,
Le"N' Wll1. 95240.
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PERSONAL -
FLYING TO NJ-NY etc. FAA
certified pilot No. 1925932. Day.
night VFR In 172 category, class
type, at unreasonably lower cost. Call
George 4753.

LOST ONE ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
PROFESSOR found William the
Conquerer. Got well come back
fausto F.O.C. (friens of organic
chemistry).

LEIGH: LET ME TEACH YOU. Call
for an appointment-MJK

NEEDED: A GIRL TO TRAVEL to
Europe with. Call Rot 4171.

TOMMY: HAVE THE HAPPIEST
BI RTHDAY ever, March 7. 1 to"
you. Lynn.

FOR SALE
STANDE L BASS AMP-two- 1-2"
heavy duty bass speakers with
separate 15" organ speaker. Organ
speaker Is brand new and still in
carton. Asking $250 or will trade for
portable organ. Cao 6223.

ESPANA GUITAR excellent
condition. Reasnable prim. Arlene
5779.

AUTOMOTIVE
JEEP 61 WILLY'S-4 wheel drive
low mileage, rebuilt engine, many
extras and new parts, very good
condition $1,100 Call Steve C.
246-6998. Leave name and number It
I'm not thee

1961 FORD WAGON 352 cubic
engine power window, roof rack
good condition $250. Call
7751>5505.

69 DUCATI 350 Almost new,
perfect condition 2000 miles, great
Ike. Must sell $450. 751-0689.

1967 CORVETTE CONVERTIBLE"
3S0 HP 4-speed. AIWFM 2-tops
Pirelli tires, Konl shocks. Perfect. Cill
751-0134 after 6.

1961 CHRYSLER great running cmr.
Reasonably priced 751-832S.

LOST & FOUND
LOST (POSSIBLY IN GYM) wooden
cross on silver chain. Call 585-2248.
Reward.

LOST GRAY THREE RING
NOTEBOOK containing important
bills and paper Bill Rosin 744-2866.
Reward

Records of the Week

John Mayall-LONELY ROOMS
John Mayall-DIARY OF A BAND
Phil Ochs-GREATEST HITS
Keef Harty Band-

THE BATTLE OF NORTH WEST SIX
Van Morrison- MOONDANCE
RENAISSANCE
MC-5-BACK IN THE USA
ROD STEWART ALBUM
THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND
James Taylor- SWEET BABY JAMES
TOM RUSH
RARE BIRD

Mountain- CLIMBING
Jefferson Airpane-VOLUNTEERS

^.oo~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

Sinon and Garfunkel-
BRIDGE OVER F ROUBLED WATER

Doors- MORRISON HOTEL

Joan Bae- ONE DAY AT A TIME

Beatles-HEY JUDE
Pink Floyd- UMMUGUMA (2 Record Set)

SPECIAL: CHICAGO (2 RECORD SET) $4.00

Coming Soon:
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young- DEJA VU
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Nine students were peded
Thursday following the third
night of violence in ampay,
Illinois. Students were prote
the presence of General Electric
mecruiters on amps

Chancellor J.W. Peltason
noued the nine suspensions

yesterday morning. The 10:30
curfew will probably be
continued due to outbreaks of
violence on Wednesday night.

In a statement released at
2:39 am., Peltason said each of
the nine bad been arrested on
charges involving "violent acts
endangering the safety of
persons and property."
Additional cases will be
processed as soon as detailed
information is available, he
stated.

Peltason had earlier
announced that "any student
who participates in disruptive or
coercive action" should be
summarily suspended pursuant
to normal suspension
procedures.

Several busloads of students
were arrested for curfew
violations Wednesday night at
the end of a two-hour winding
march through the campus area.
The Wednesday night protests
were the least violent of the
three nights of demonstrations.
Incidents of window-smashing
and other "trashing" were
relatively few and scattered.

National Guardsmen, called
into action about 9:30 p.m.,
swept Green St. at the 10:30
curfew as state and local police
patrolled the area telling everyone
to clear the streets.

The Illini Union was cleared
at 10: 30 p.m. by Earl Finder,
Union Director, and 10
policemen, with no major
incidents. J.W. Briscoe,
v i c e - c h a n c eI I o r f o r
administrative affairs, had earlier
said that those students who
would not leave the union would
be subject to arrest and
summary suspension. All persons
found on the streets after the
curfew were taken to the
university police station and
given notices to appear.
According to Fred Mohn,
associate director of public
information, and Champaign and
Urbana police, no estimates of

the number of students areted
we a .

No injures wereported to
any hospital, according to
officials and Mohx. Gen.
Richard T. Dunn said all 759
gua n mobilized to the area
were on the street Wednesday
night.

Guamen, armed with rifles
and sheathed bayonets, CS gas
(pepper gas) and gas masks, were
deployed in the area of Green
Street and around the
Quadrangle, Maj. Vecchio said.

Vecchio said the guardsmen
were to "curtail people from
roaming the streets, assist civil
authorities in enforcing the
curfew and prevent the massing
. of lae groups."

At least one window in the
armory was broken by thrown
rocks, and front and side
windows and the front glass
doors of the Illinois Bell
Telephone offices were smashed.
According to Mohn, windows
were broken in some parked cars
and he window of one police car
was also broken.

Copies .of Peltason's earlier
statement were passed out
during the march, which was
followed closely by police at all
times. The march, estimated by
police to include 1,800 persons,
at its height, had dwindled to
about 300 near the time of the
curfew, and the guard's sweeping
action quickly broke the
remnants into small groups.

About 75 marchers took
refuge in the McKinley
Foundation, which was soon
surrounded by uniformed police
and plainlothesmen. Spotlights
were trained on the front and
rear of the building and anyone
leaving was arrested. A ministry
official said demonstrators
would be allowed to stay the
night.

About midnight four
Champaign policemen entered
Bromley Hall after male students
on the 10th floor reportedly
shouted obscenities at them.
Police went up the elevator to
the 11th floor and entered a
girl's room. Fading to identify
the men they were looking for,
they left.

Officials at the university

rumor control center called
University s asking that
someone be stationed at all rue
alarms, to thwart a drepordplan
to met off false alarms at I am.
One alarm was set off at
Bromley and residents evacuated
the building, only to be hurried
back inside.

At one point in the march,
John Ronsvalle, general
chairman of the Graduate
Student Association, attempted
to calm the crowd, saying,
"Chancellor Peltason is
concerned about the police
getting tired and tense."

Rodvalle said he, Peltason
and Jim Harms, undergraduate
student association chairman,
would be appearing at 5:30 p.m.
on WILL-TV to discuss the
issues surrounding the
demonstration.

He urged the crowd to attend
the Monday meeting of the
Urbana-Champaign Senate to
press for the 50-50 plan for
restructuring the senate.

Michael Parenti, visiting
associate professor of political
science, interrupted to call

Ronsvalle a "half-assed liberal
who is pushing for
representation in a powerless
group." Parenti then said, "Let's
go to the armory."

"People don't understand the
issues that are involved," Frank
Ballanger, a non-student, said.
"GE and the whole corporation
complex is getting obscured with
Kunstler, free speech and cops
on campus."

Council On-Campus
continued from page I

resolution were that it would
operate contrary to the welfare
of the University, since Mr.
Larson is well qualified in this
area and the resolution infringes
on the authority of the
University. Finally, the
resolution was rejected in a 2-2
vote with two abstentions.

Reports on delays in the
construction program,

.organization of student affairs
and the referenda on the student
activities fee and athletic
activities were also discussed.

Deidney & Bonnie & Friends with Eric Clapton-
ON TOUR

GUITAR FOR SALE Call Nancy LOSTLA MEN'S P yESCRownan
.. ----------- _ _______ _ black franw. Artle 3727.

Illinois G.E. Protesters Suspended
By TOM MUKNANS
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Dep. Ret.

June 2 A u g 1 8

June 11 Aug. 24
June 18 Aug. 28
July 5 Sept. 5
July 23 Sept. 13

* Round Trip Jet AIr Fare

* Full Dinner on All Fll11s
For info. Call 212-684 3380-81

All deposits must be made by check only

Add: $10.00 Registration Fee

On Campus Reps Needed-Call Larry 6223
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convergence on the _mwes at H
quad.

When Wider Horizons bega
frie years ago, the volunteer
went to Rimed- The pora
expanded so quickly that it _
moved on campua where there
were more and better facilities
Even now, there are only 80
children in the program, baue
it is incapable of handling more;
incapable due to lak of fundg
and counselors.

Wider Horizons has evolved a
more sophisticated attitude
about its purpose. It hasn't
opened new programs because it
has expanded Wider Hrizons,
but rather because its members
have read a deeper meaning into
the project asde from merely
providing entertainment for 80
*deprived kids' for five hours.
Because Wider Horizons is
becoming a program designed to
try to help the children cope
with their environment and yet
instill ambitions, academics has
coae into focus as an aspect of
me future importance than the

sheer diversionary tactic
eharacteristic of the progm in
the pst. 'Wider Horizons is in a

period of change, perhaps a
prinmary reason for much of the
chaos that seems to envelop the
.program now. Yet, the
uncertainty and chaos is
overridden by optimism that the
program can be more meaningful
to both the volunteers and
children.

becoming the essential point of
the progam, attendance at one

of s al simultaneous sions
is mandatory. nTe moaning
sessions, the art room and the
swmming pool, are options
exercised by the counselor and
child.

The first academics pram,
held last Saturday, offered a
choice of three areas for the
child to explore. TIhe academics
committee had secured the
music library, equipped with
tapes of songs geared to Black
historv Dr. Elof Carlson of the
biology department gave a

demonstration in his laboratory

By CHRIS CARTY
The panorama of activities in

a day with Wider Horizons
extends from investigating bow a
microscope works the
storytelling and swimming The
five hours arerammed with
possibilities for a child to
explore and expand his limited
world, while taking advantage of
the facilities of our university.

Counselors are present only to
act as instruments and catalysts
for the child's learning. All
aspects, academic and play, are
part of a program designed to
expose the child to a life which
he has never known The to act asVOLUNTEER PROGRAM: C or am presat

instruments and catalysts for the child's earbwm

Not ices
Action Comm. of Environmental
Teach-in-meeting Sunday, 7:30
p.m., Biology Lounge-

Lecture-"Atomic Energy"-by
Physicist Max Dresden-7:00
p.m, March 10-Lecture Hall
Complex, room 100.

* **

All students who want to work
on token economy wards on
Mon night for 2 hours every
week' at Central Islip State
Hospital, please call 4504, 4150,
or 4824.

* * *

German Club Meeting at the
Kaffeestunde-2:30-5:00-2nd
floor-Humanities Faculty
Lounge.

* * *
March 11-Martha and Mike
r»_*- "« A &%7^:-^ ^f PV ^«mIr

c weig, a n *1 «v*^ej r
and Politics" - Harpo Man
Lounge, 8:00 p.m., wet hments

"Never Give a Sucker An Even
Break"-Tuesday, March
10-7:30 p.m

* **,

Student Teaching This Fall? If
you're interested in living and
student teaching in an
underprivileged N.Y.C.
community, then sign up in
cafeterias or Ed. Class. Since
fin-al arrangements for this
program have not yet been
made, do not withdraw
application (Due March 15) to
the already existing - student
teaching program. More details
soon.

class, expected to expose the
child to all areas the program has
to offer and to help him
assimilate these things into his
life.

A Saturday morning visit to
the art room in Langmuir
catches Nellie playing
c h e c k e re-not conventionally,
just piling them in stacks of four
or five. One can see Robbie
drawing a picture, and with a
little prompting, constructing a
story around his creation.
Lonnie clutches a book he took

out of the small Wider Horizons
Library in the corner of the
room.

Shortly a crowd converges on
the swimming pool. After a few
minutes the echoes of splashing
and screaming die out to the
shrill of a whistle, the sign of a
supervised swimming period.
The structured claw period is an
attempt by Wider Horizons to
set up certified Red Cross
swimming courses within the
structure of the present
program.

After lunch the ranks split up
to spend an afternoon on
academics. Designed to appeal to
the easily-diverted mind of a
child, the academic sessions are a
new addition to the program of
this semester. Aimed at

Largest Selection
of

Quality

Some students ran a mdlm on
crystals, an explanation and an
exhibit. Counselors and children
usually find time running short
and the day ends with a mass

COCA & SAB PRESENT

James College-Lysistrata
directed by Dr. William Bruehl,
Chmn. Thr. Arts Dep't.
Auditions-Mon & Tues. Mar

9&10 at 7:30 - 9:00 in coil.
lounge.

Channel One-Underground TV
STONY BROOK UNION MAIN BALLROOM

SATURDAY, MARCH 14 8, 10, and midnight

Students- 50f Public-$1.00
tickets are am e at the Union ticket office

For more infomation call 3636a
I

t

Student International Charters
1 186 Broadway

New York, N. Y. 10001
Imported

vintage
German

Wines
*

Okst Liquors
1610 Main St.

{Port Jeff, N.Y. HR3-0410

pnU nV. 0% a..o ,_,,,.,

ida. . . A splendid G0g . .. *'a
room decoration - . . perfect for parties.
Poster mailed In sturdy tube. A
yew orbn return
,Sc p d posse _he M r EACH
Jim a dw Send dwk, e M.O.(
C.O.D.) T*: PHOTO PAdN INC.

deptY 210 E. 23 St.. N.Y. 1I10

Wider Horizons Emphasizes New
Academic Program For Children

Low -Priced
Wines

This Week's Special

$1.39
tllik $185LONDON
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By MARC1A MILSTEIN
Cope clobberedaway in Buffalo last week; the smell

and sting of tear gas was felt on a once tranquil SUNY
campus. Students were beaten in Santa Barbara too, yet
the media's main emphasi^ focused on a bank burned to
the ground. A U.S. ^udge" stuck his fingers in his ears and
Hoffman-DeUinger-Davis et al. were stuck behind bars.
This rapid sequence of events illustrates the swelling
pattern of force crushing outrage and dissent in this
country.

"Repression" may be an abstraction to us, but
blood, beatings, and prison bars are very real. They were
felt by students in Buffalo and California and they could
be a reality for us too.

Is there anyone who doubts that Barry's boys would
not welcome a chance to be called in here and then crack
some heads? If you are not alarmed, notice the contempt
in the expressions of Suffolk's townsfolk as they eye the
long-haired denimed-devils in their midst. Reflect on the
backfired effort to halt student group-residence in the
community and the fear and hatred behind that move.
Place that fear and hatred behind a billy-club and a
uniform on this campus and you have the phenomenon
known as a police riot.

We must realize that the threat of police occupation
does exist here and that society, not the students, has
made th» so. Workingmen envy our leisure; veterans
passionately hate out politics; parents fear our pot, and the
policeman, their protector, shares these feelings. The
events at our SUNY sister last week stand as testament to
what can happen when cops are requested to restore order.

Last spring police stood at our campus gates itching
to be called in to crush our post-bust melee. No one in the
administration admitted to calling them and fortunately,
bloodshed was averted.

My quarrel with the student body is that we are not
outraged. We are either sleeping, studying or stoned, but
we are not upset. Depression and euphoria vie for
domination of our souls, but it is good, healthy anger that
produces action. Unfortunately it also takes a crisis (or at
least some concrete action) to produce a united force of
anger in us. Sanity rejects the Weatherman tactic of instant
street fighting and destruction, or, blood for the sake of ^
the movement. So we form coalitions to do research and
committees to do nothing, but real alternatives for
meaningful action elude us all.

This university (and others like it) is a haven for
students and we will continue to play until the repression
touches us personally. Although the university should be
neither, a playground is more desirable than an armed
camp. Of course, we are not really free, but why spoil all
the fun?

Our administration should take a hard look at the
events in Buffalo last week and imprint that image solidly
on their minds, lest they are ever tempted to use the
hotline to Suffolk County Police. The second one head
ever gets cracked on this campus we should pack our bags
and go home. At that moment the university, with all its
now-tolerable flaws, will have forfeited its right to exist
and its name will stand for sham. It's already happened at
Buffalo, in California, and it can happen here.

of construction programs, it -wo«N seem
living cooditionc are of ceeondary concern to
all others Primarily, thte fault could be
assigned to the priorities of the State
University itaetf or to the educational system
in general more concerned with mass
education, reaearch, and job training than
with individuals. Secondy. it could also be
assigned to an apathy among the student
body for failure to demand consideration as
human bein^.

Several steps could be taken now: 1)
The heating plant, while not mandated by
law, should consider anti-pollution measures.
At least low content sulfur fuel should be
uaecL 2) The circular drive should be made
en^neeringly sound and free from steam
vents. 3) New construction should take into
account faults previously manifested and
should encourage their corrections. This may
be implemented and should encourage their
corrections. This may be implemented thru
student surveys about likes and dislikes. 4)
Hie planning office should concern itself
with long-range university-community
planning as well. The stupidity of our
isolation has already become evident.

Peter Guerrero

wen documented the case of steam cm-ions
along the campus roadways, resulting in
temporarily Nocked VMion of automobile
drivers. Often theae team vents axe found at
heavily traveled pedestrian intersections
(Roth, KeUy, Engineering Quad, etc.).
Frequent accidents along the circular drive
attest to poorly engineered roadways,
inadequate for present aad plannedstatus of
university growth. Lea dramatic are
improper lighting facilities in academic
buildings (library), indiscriminate
destruction of natural vegetation for
^all purpose pines," and a lack of
coordinated growth with the surrounding
area that has just recently raised the issue of
inadequate off campus student facilities,
complicated by intentional reactionary town
ordinances and local community hostility.

First, in light of these and other
representative issues, we must ask what the
university has done to make life more
pleasant and healthy. Then, we must
demand what has to be done now! With
predictions of tripling next year, lack of
serious administrative intent in regard to the
construction of tow-cost community
apartment complexes, and continued
disregard for any aesthetic sense on the part

To the Editor:
We would like to protest the poor

maintenance of street lamps around the
campus and the steam that iferifts across
roads. Both these conditions create
pedestrian and driving hazards, and must be
corrected as soon as possible.

Daniel Schwam
Jack Goldhabcr

To the Editor:

The phenomenal growth of the Stony
Brook Campus has resulted in an expediency
in both planning and maintenance that
constitute potentially hazardous conditions.
Kelly residents are well aware of heavy
sulfur dioxide emissions from the heating
power plant. Sulfur oxides, found wherever
coal and oil are common fuels, corrode
metal and stone and at larger concentrations
injure vegetation and contribute to the
incidence of respiratory disease and to
premature death (U.S. Public Health Service
Publication No. 1555). Tom Drysdale has

L.I. FreeAness

Priends:
We are about to begin a Long Island Free

Press that will hopefully be more widely
circulated and longlived than its forerunners.
To do this we are soliciting the aid of all
those who will work hard to make it a
reality.

We wish to incorporate the ideas of as
many people as possible in all aspects of
planning and production. This is an
invitation for suggestions concerning what
kind of paper you would like UFP to be.
Basically we hope to offer an alternative to
the method and direction of news reporting
now found on Long Island*

Presently, we must ask for volunteers who
would be able to distribute copies of UFP
to their friends. The first issue should be
ready late March. Please write.

UFP
c/o PEREZ

725 E. BROADWAY
LONG BEACH, N. Y.

EDITORIALS

The Archaic Oligarchy
what exactly is Chason being paid for? The
truth is, he's really on his toes with more
important matters*

For instance, last week he brought up a
group of girls from Roth on charges of having
two cats in the suite, as the result of a
complaint by the cleaning ladies. They were
ordered to get rid of the offending beasts,
which they proceeded to do. They had
trouble getting rid of the second one, and the
cleaning ladies granted them an extra week
(damned nice pi the«&>. After the w«tter VuMi
been taken care of, they got a call from Mr.
Big himself to come to a "hearing", this past
Monday. They were informed that it was only
a hearing, not a tria, yet at the conclusion,
Chason's committee told them that they were
suspended from the residence halls for three
weeks. All of the gbte are from the city, so
the punishment is rather severe, especially in
light of the fact that masters are allowed pets,
the cats were never allowed to leave the suite,
and they were finally gotten of. What then, is
the purpose of the punishment? To re-assert
for Mr. Chason his perverted authority? Or to
demonstrate to the university community
that he is alive and well and right there on the
job? And the lock on that stall door still
hasn't been fixed.

Chason's current package solution to
the problems in the dorms is more MA's and
less RA's. But the problem is not the
reporting of damages, it's what is done with
those reports. Unless Chason directs himself
to important problems and stops harassing
innocent people, I would say that we need a
more dynamic (not necessarily young) and
flexible housing director.

Jit seems evident from recent events that
Robert Chason, student housing director, is
an individual of high temper and low ability.
He has shown himself to be an impotent
bureaucrat incapable of coordinating comment
sense with rules and regulations.

^ Apparently his job description includes
no list of priorities, as was demonstrated in
the beginning of last semester when, amid the
confusion and necessity of sorting and
remedying damages in dormitories, Chason
carried out the infamous ^PSMrakeet Bust.^
Through some incredibly complicated
philosophical reasoning, he decided that a
parakeet does not live in a self-enclosed
environment (as do fish), and was therefore
ineligible to remain in a dormitory.
Considerable time was apparently spent in the
deliberations and-the fire alarms in G quad
were still out of order, and the lock on a stall
door in a James College bathroom hadn't
been fixed. "First things first," thought
Chason, and out went the parakeet.

Then came refrigerators. For some
nble. typically obscure and vague reason, it was

ruled that large units were illegal. After some
admonishment by the students, Chason's
committee decided to allow the refrigerators,
much to the shock of many. But no soondr
had the announcement been made than we
were informed that we could not have them
next year. The reason for this totally illogical
and absurd action was never given. So far,
these refrigerators have been the cause of no
calamities or deaths.

The dorms are in deplorable shape,
nothing is being done, so one might well ask,

Hypocrisy is the name of the game
here, and the Stony Brook Council
members have recently demonstrated
their ability at this age-old political
dodge.

Wednesday the Stony Brook Council
held an "open" meeting for members of
the University Community. Well, at least
it was billed that way; the only thing
open about the meeting was the state of
the council members' mouths. The
meeting was structured so as to only
allow questions from the floor at a
recess, not when those in attendance
wanted to participate in the subject
being discussed. When Council Chairman
Tobler deviated from the procedures for
allowing questions, he admonished one
student who used the word hell to
"watch his language" and insisted that
Polity president Wolfe take off his hat
before he addressed the group. (Wolfe
aptly replied "Do you want to hear what
I have to say or see the top of my
head?")

Although the procedures were
pompous and ludicrous they almost
seemed rational when compared with the
inquiries and statements of the Council
members. The only resolution voted on
at the meeting was sponsored by Mr.
J.K. Murphy, one which would prohibit
former Council members from accepting
employment at the State University for a
period of two years after they had
resigned. The ruling could have been
viewed as a direct response to the
consideration of former council member
A. William Larson for the position of
VPSA. Had the resolution been passed
by the Rockefeller-appointed
Republican Council, it would have been
the second time in a matter of months
that Democrat Larson had been
manhandled for political motives.

The major topic under discussion was
the University's "drug problem."
Questions were directed at Scott
Rickard, Acting VPSA and Dr. John
Dawson, of the University Health
Services, to find out what kind of

educational programs the University was
conducting to "educate" students about
drug use. The Council ignored Rickard's

remarks that it was more important to
get to the root of the problems and find
out why students use drugs.

Messrs. Tobler, Collins and Costigan.
as well as the rest of the Council.
completely lack an understanding of
drug use and seem incapable of
differentiating between marijuana and
heroin. If Stony Brook does need a drug
education program, they should be the
first recipients of it.

This "open" meeting reinforced our
belief that these men are completely
incompetent to deal with a university,
let alone illegitimately govern it. We urge
Governor Rockefeller and the SUNY
Central Administration in Albany to
abolish the Stony Brook Council and we
urge the Faculty Senate and the other
relevant constituencies to take action on
the long-dormant plan for a University
Senate.

Budget Blues
This past week Polity Treasurer, Larry

Remer, announced a budget freeze on the
allocations of several different clubs and
organizations. The move was an essential
one, but poorly executed and arbitrary in
nature.

Mr. Remer asserted that the freeze on
spending was due to the fact that many
student activities fees remain unpaid; this is
true but he as well as the rest of the
Student Council has been aware of this
situation for months. Why these sudden
emergency actions?

The Treasurer's actions are even more
surprising considering the fact that the
Student Council decisively voted against
the move at a meeting just prior to Remer's
announcement.

The matter bears looking into; what
criteria were used to decide whose budget
would be cut and whose would remain
intact? A decision such as this is the
responsibility of a representative group and
not one individual. We urge the Student
Senate to study and review Remer's action
at their meeting this Sunday.

Every tax paying American is entitled to .»^.^^^.«»..».»-.-.-*^^-^.-»-»-«- i 111 -»*^
a tax refund this year. If the Federal
government did not spend the lion's share APRI L Fl RST REFERENDUM

of every tax dollar on military programs. Send this form to your Congressman. House of Representatives.

such as undeclared wars. and U.S., Washington. D.C. 20515 on April Fool's Day, with the legend

development of new weapons and defense "You Can't Fool All of the People All of the Time" written on the

systems, all Americans would spend less envelope:
money out of pocket for state, local ------------ REFlJNOREOuisTE^"

£^1 s^s ^"pollS ^^^^^ ' ^Y -^ ^ ^ S-tion ofmy tax payment earmarked for

^S ^r^or? tha^ 2 ^ e ^ t h e f u rt h ef <^ OP"^ ̂  <w er k t H *rmament and continuation o^
c o ^v nrn^ ^Sd 2 f!m^ W.^ t h e Vietnamese conflict and other undeclared war». be refunded U

^ ^^ ^f^im^ fr^he^^^ 
t h< American People in the appropriations for Health. Education

i^ger' a^ ^ a^T? ^ty :s a nd w el f a re ' a(l d ^ u at < "^ Mu ^ ^ a ro -

rich as ours. Signed: ............................
(Ed. note: The above was supplied by '

the Suffolk County New Democratic
Coalition. We think it's a good idea. and .................. ^
urge you to send ttw form at right to L. .- i-~~- «».- , .»-.^_---^-«.J

your Congressman.)

Opinion
Grok Voioo 0-T TKe Poopio

The Big Cat BustThe Zoo
by lee gruenfeld

Midnight Rambler
By DANNY LAZAROFF

1 ; Buildings, always buildings-concrete buildings
\ omnipresent, imposing, dark-gray and brown-ugly.

Finished, unfinished, bridge to nowhere-it fits.
Mud, always mud, unless it's frozen-it sucks

you up, grabs, swallows, clings.
Grass, hardly ever, in pipes-plenty good.
Buildings, mud, carnival atmosphere-depressing,

sick, tiring, ceaseless.
Get away, smoke, smoke,-fine dope

good head, depression flies, head flies, numb.
Sleep, symbolic death, escape, okay with me.
Wake up, straight-too bad, too bad.
Stumble out, again mud, again buildings again a bridge

to nowhere.
The ground shakes the mud draws in the buildings crur
Down, you sink slowly down in a whirl pool of mud-

crushed by tumbling concrete.
Scream, nobody can hear-they fall also.
You are swallowed, whole in a sea of waste and filth,

you are dead-you are Stony Brook-you live?

*WHERE THE HELL'S MY BIG STATEMENT ABOUT REMOVING KOOKS FROM THE
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By JUDY HORENSTEIN

Money-denouncing students
live it up on checks from home;

the hippie ideal dies with
murders, communes and rock
concerts; young ex- radicals step
into coveted positions in the

' plastics" profession. Not
surprising that it often appears

we've gotten sidetracked on the
way to reaching those ideals we

Yet anthropologist Margaret
Mead, although she resembles
someone's grandmother, comes
across with perhaps even more
faith in the new generation than
we ourselves can hope for. When
asked how she got to be such a
"freak," she responds, "I was

brought up two generations
before my time."

Dr. Mead, who says she has
been not-so-affectionately,
dubbed "Mother Tongue," sees
the generation gap- manifested in
linguistic terms. Speaking before

a convention of college editors

MARGARET MEAD: Noted anthropolokst beiHs she was born last weekend, she pointed out
two generations before her time. 

t h a t i n h e r era, children counted
5-10-15-20 .. .,while today's
children count 10-9-8-7 . . .Blast

-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ off! The generation gap is not

n««^n Er-ars- Ctfttt ^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^ between parents and children,

uDon rug ugOrU I but between those born and
STUDENT SENATE MEETS brought up before World War II,
Sunday, 7:30 p.m. and those born afterwards. She

Continued from page 3 Union, 213 or 216 adds that it is the people who
ALL INVITED have grown up since 1945, those

At the demonstration of the age of the bomb, space
--- .- _I A .- A .-- . . -

yesterday, 40 protesters, ai M
to stop the recruiters from
holding interviews, marched 1 " ™ - - - - - *

the Secuity Buildink s n iou toi "'DO NOT LOOK AT THE ECLIPSE"
"Warakerstrikebreaker, s On March 7 at about 1:30 P.M., we shall be able to
GE!" The demonstration see an almost total solar eclipse at Stony Brook (clouds
marked the, first time this year a willing)
group announced intentions to li
halt recruiting.

A split between the Campus 
f you v a lu e y o u r e y e s d o n o t l o o k at t h e su n d u r i n g

Workers-Student Alliance, I this phenomenon even through smoked glass, exposed
which had done much of the I film, etc. Rather, focus the image with a piece of glass
organizing for the action, and l'on a white wall or similar surface and thus view the
.vm&« sima !xT~dtit "Map« X t~~ CftXexk.,. * «
which did not formally support gradual passage indirectly.
the action, was visibly evident I
yesterday. Independent Caucus The price for looking DIRECTLY at the sun will be
members criticized CWSA tactics i
and theory and one member told retinal damage.
a CWSA'er, "Did you ever stop
to think that the reason people .Dr John Dawson
aren't turning out isn't poor |
canvassing in the dorms, but the UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVI CE
tactics you use?" -

^^^^^B-ffsTTS~nrN^^l t I

-TT^^I T In

I -- --

- - -~~~~~~~
0

IL^&DINESE FOO ANYTHING YOV CANt1 NA-Mi
lB 1 ^55510 TAKE OUT H OW H O WKITCHEN
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from almost any way you look
at it"), and spoke in favor of the

pill ("the best thing we've got at
the moment"), and the Women's
Liberation Movement ("a
precursor of the population

explosion crisis").

Viewing this generation's
enthssm for the ecology
movement as a hopeful sign, Dr.
Mead referred to the upcoming
teach-in as "an instance of
knowing what is happening well
enough to do something about
it." We have let technology get
away froe us, and it is
important to be "theatrical" in
spreading word of our
environmental crisis. Yet, she
warns that "whatever
dramatizations are used on April
22, nothing that students do
should be destructive of the
things they're trying to protect."
The people who come forth with

technical solutions must not
only speak the new- language,
but be highly skilled as well.

Margaret Mead asserts with
candor that the reason we're
currently so upset that man is so
evil is that ten years ago we-
simply took it for granted. "Our
standards are rising. . . " With
this blend of rationality and
optimism, it's almost enough to
convince us that our generation
has the capacity to head in the
right direction after all.

Itravel, and advanced technology,
who must finally think about
these developments and ask the
questions, for "older people
can't speak the present-day
language."

Walking gingerly with a cane,
gray-haired Dr. Mead stands up
not only for young people, but
for other out-groups as well. She
feels that the significant factor
in today's revolts is that they are
against the "dioders," citing
teachers, welfare workers and
prison reformers as targets of
attack. "Student requests for a
piece of the action are.one with
the welfare mothers who want
shoes for their children, and
hospital patients who want to be
a part of their own cure."
Participation, rather than
passivity, is part of the language
on this side of the generation
line.

Although quick to answer in
the negative when askedwhether
she has ever turned on, Dr. Mead
states that she is il favor of the
legalization of marijuana because
it has become "a most
unfortunate symbol of
persecution of the young by the
old." Again, speaking the
opinions you'd more likely
expect from your college

roommate she condemned the
judge's action at the recent
Conspiracy Trial ("a calamity

Dr. John Eichenlaub: The author of "The Marriage Art" and "New
Approaches to Sex and Marriage" talked about the attainment of
sexual happiness before a Kelly-B audience Tuesday night. Much
interest centered on a debate over "Where does one draw the line
between perversion and normal sex acts?" Dr. Eichenlaub believes
"any sex act that doesn't result in intercourse when intercourse is
readily available is a perversion."

s

Margaret Mead Looks Optimistically At Youth\

SAB Presents
JOHN MAYALL

Also Van Morrison

Saturday
March 7

7:30 & 10:30 p.m.

Students - $1

Univ. Cor. $2

Public $3

Tickets Now Available in

S.B. Union Ticket Office

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 3636

HOW HOW VWTCHEN i4
ID I

vo
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TM SPANKING, ULTRA NEW NAED are on enc
CINEMA 100 se n se o f F

5-day dwod
The , Thomnas Cow Affah-starrig Steve the sky har

McQueen, Faye Dunaway; directed by Norman life in to it

Jewison.k was in chal
Here is a film that is so slick that the plot slid created a a

right off the celluloid. h17e Thomas Crown Affai moet than I
is memorable only because in Michel Legrand's tight e e
score he composed the "Windmills of Your Mind," better, the i
but the plot that it haunts is a paltry echo, a film would be r
that skirts a storyline because they were too busy co u ld -c e a
making 43 skirts for Faye Dunaway. Lushly sould twa
photographed and properly paced, the film moves is m t h

well and looks fine. But it doesn't go anywhere, sl tde us u

least of all into the realm of suspense. Steve relo-emean
McQueen becomes a clotheshorse and his bAne f
supercool is pushed into an absolute water-tight banquetful
plastic mold. Faye Dunaway is beautiful, her Harpt Lan
clothes are beautiful, and together they make a FIc e p t Sas
wonderful couple. I hope they are happy together. SI HA

At the time of its release, the most publicized SMITH HA
part of the picture was when Mr. and Mrs. Midnight
Clothesrack got together for a zoom-in on a Hoffman, J,
panavi;ion screen kiss that was created to fog Brenda Vac
lenses. But Jewison sacrificed his tautness, usual Midnight
faithfulness to a script, and detailed eye for a gutter dow
slushy swirling camera that weaves its way around a t t h e g ro i
the lovers, displaying two sloppy kissers and a through car
mass case of simulated vertigo. Thomas Crown can The fa s c ln a

be entertaining, but everything has been polished temptation
to such a shine that its attempt at a sheen also darkness c
shows the scratches. loneliness.
FRI. & SAT 8:00-10:30 TICKETS NECESSARY T h e o dy

THREE VILLAGE THEATRE a n d fo r t u i
Take the Money and Run-starring Woody Allen destruction

and Janet Margolin; written and directed by emotionallt
Woody Allen. stnkn lb

Because his feet happen to be on the floor and Voight and
his hands aren't, one assumes he is standing, his the rfst an
neck seemingly bypassing the need for shoulders y a n

making two plumb lines for the elbows. One is devoid of I
never sure if it is his eyes and not his glasses that

s EASTER VACATIONS r
MIAMI BEACH - TO DAYS - W19-r

FT. LAUDERDALE - 10 DAYS- 119 50 &l
MIAMI BEACH 1 0 o
and BAHAMAS 9 DAYS $124 |
FT.LAUOEROAUEQn VS ^P 5 ^
and BAHAMAS _ 9 DAYS-$1245°

ALL INCLUDE: ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION OCEANFRONT HOTEL *
FLORIDA SIGHTSEEING TOUR * GRATUITIES TAXES PARTIES

* OR - |
TRANSPORTATION ONLY - CHARTERED DIRECT TO ^

MIAMI BEACH or FT. LAUDERDALE |
( ONLY 7 - 67» ROUND TRIP - j

^R 'K ip o incl. all ftmx .*

FOR BROCHURE * FURTHER DETAILS ON ALL OF THE ABOVE VACATIONS

CALL (212) 6398913 AT ONCE

Basketball 1
- on-a

WUSB 820

Radio
Mike Leiman and Rick Foster report the play-by-play,

description of the Patriots" NCAA challengeto Buffalo on

Friday, beginning at 8:S0 p.m., and will broadcast the
Patriots' game on Saturday either at 6:50 p.m. or 8:9;0
p.m. depending on who wins Friday's game.

The later game would be -for Division Two Champion.

March 6. 1970 STATESMAN Part Q
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-Iof feeling is eou

S& r has made his film un ingly
morbid, and the bleakne- tends to carry some
points to destruction by going too far: eg the puk-
ing of a schoolboy after he has gone down on
Joe Bieck in a movie house.

The situation is grueling enough, and the fixed
camera on Voight allows him a brilliant
characterization of mortification and
self-debasement. To finish this by showing the
puking is a paltry psychological ploy that
immediately induces revulsion just in case we
couldn't grasp the point. But we do, and these
excesls are unnecessary.

But these are things one realizes only after one
leaves the theater. For while one is there,
Schlesinger works too cleverly and powerfully for
you to overcome him. He has turned the most
exciting place in the world into hell, and trapped
all the innocents there, slipping empty dreams over
them like a hangman's rope for the duration.
FRL & SAT. 8:00, 10:00
PORT JEFFERSON ART CINEMA

The Minx-starring Jan Sterling, Robert Rodan,
Shirley Parker, The Cyrkle (X).

The Minx is subtitled "exactly what you think
she is." Throw her a fish
FRI. & SAT. 7:15 and 9:15

BROOKHAVEN THEATRE
The Only Game in Town-starring Elizabeth

NTaylor, Warren Beatty; directed by George Stevens
(GP).

Not able to be reviewed at press time.
FRI. & SAT. 7:20 & 9:30

SPECIAL PREVIEW
Saturday night at 12 midnight there will be an

advance showing of the Paramount Picture's
release, The Lawyer, an unpretentious, intelligent
and witty (to be reviewed after premiere) film
based on F. Lee Bailey's defense of the Sam
Shepard trial (except the character is not as snotty
and pigheaded as the rich man's Clarence Darrow,
Mr. Bailey). ADMISSION FOR STUDENTS IS
FREE at the SUTTON Theatre, East 57th Street
off Third and the TRANS-LUX West Theatre,
Broadway and 49th Street.

ooked- Woody Alien ceem to have a
pybcal beauty that rivals a stack of
orant P_ It was as if someone up in
d made a form, gave it a body, breathed
and forgot to add a spine. But wh)ever
qp of putting in the brains must have
retin somewhere be-ause he gave Allen
his share.
€e Money and Run could have been
Ip, the photography could have been
sound clearer and the Statue of Liberty
nicer if it wasn't green. Woody Allen
e laughter with a set of slides. There is
at is uproarious in the film, that which
ially merely hysterical. At times, the
ing humor does wear, but Allen
ast, invading a slim plot with a
of humor. He has touches of Chaplin,
cl Stan Laurel and Lassie (sans glasses).
tie has better posture.
r. 7:10,9:20)
OVEN MALL THEATRE
t Cowboy-starring Jon Voight; Dustin
lohn McGiver, Sylvia Miles, Ruth White,
mwaro; directed by John Schlesinger (X).
t Cowboy- depicts New York from the
n. Director John Schlesinger grabs you
in to dag you across the pavement
nyonsof heartlessness, despair and fear.
ition in neon lights becomes the cheap
L of "making it." It illuminates the
>nly to reveal .the black light of

rssey of Joe Buck who comes for fame
ine as "one helluva stud" is the
k of a simple man, first physically, then
y and finally stripped of hope. The only
e film is the relation of Joe to slimy,
Atzo Rizzo. As the two of them, Jon
I Dustin Hoffman are superb, turning in
kd second best male performances oI the
ther they carry a film that is totally
tenderness and sometimes this absence

0
I

PRESENT THIS AD FOR 50 DISCOUNT I
I

On The Servee Thin Weleken

l €N

School E
* BODY SHIRTS
* DRESS BELLS
* JEAN BELLS
* STRAIGHT LEGS
* OUTERWEAR
* KNIT SHIRTS
* NECKWEAR
* BOYS'- DEPT.

FREE AlTERTMIKS
BRANCH SHOPPING PLAZA

sxmnHowN- FEWtOPC MON.-TH .- lu i
TW so PM
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Nothing but good vibes from
this concert. (Do you believe in
vibes?) Saturday night it's John
Mayall and Van Morrison.

In 1965, John Mayall and the
Bluesbreakers became the first
nationally famous full-time blues
group in England. No American
blues group at that time had
achieved similar eminence. Blues
is an American music, but was
accepted by white audiences in
England years before American
audiences got into it. Black
bluesmen all had to run to
Europe to make a living. Mike
Bloomfield had to "introduce"
his mentor, B.B. King to the
white audience before King got
any substantial gigsB.B. King, to
the acknowledged King of the
blues. Man, everyone in England
recognized the Rolling Stones'
first three albums as blues, but
here in the U. S. the question on
the kids' lips was always "well, I
think the Beatles are better than
the Stones. don't you?" A

... So You A
To Makue a

BY ALICIA SUSZKO
College is preparation for

the future; a time to learn all
that one can. Post-graduation is
dedicated to the practice of this
knowledge but rarely do both
acquisition and application
merge and coexist within the
university system. Most people
get dissatisfied but nevertheless
continue storing information
with hopes of later gaining a
position which will interest
them. However, there are others
who cannot sit and be talked to,
but prefmer to go out and learn,
wkiAL'\Nv os %VnvvMIng in their
field according to their ability.
An example of one of those
getting an education outside of a
classroom is Robert Schnitzer
who has utilized the
independent study program to
help him work in the one subject
which has totally overwhelmed
him -filmmaking.

U n der the old
Experimental College, Schnitzer
was free to make film shorts and
together with his filmmaking
society, Le Cinema Atelier,
made and showed Terminal,
Point on campus last spring.
Rather than hassling Polity for
more money so that his next
film would not have the poor
sound and poor editing of

- -1 vf
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London to American PC
which is touchy about
unassociated from the fi

British Polydor) we witn
turning point (yuk) in
sound. There are no
drumo, and the blues is
subdued and cloistered.
Mayall records are just oka
some are fantastic. (In fac
Mayall and Clapton album
to be my favorite until I
r-sou'a- A Unn- n-n1 th Rhu
%july a At sfxuf gnuCS »rs» ver44wb Ad-
Vanguard.) Blues fans should
certainly be aware of the two.
Anyway, even if you don't think
Mayall is a tip-top musician, you
must respect the man. He keeps
a patently top-notch band
together, and he had much to do
with the revitalization of the
blues which we are enjoying.

Van Morrison was born in
Northern Ireland in 1945. Like
Mayall, he is a musician-plavs
tenor, soprano six, guitar, bass,
drums, and harmonica. But he' S
mainly gonna sing (you bet't, A

couple of years ago blues
became hip in this country and
it is only nowadays that we find
12X.5, The Butterfield Blues
Band and A Hard Road stacked
on the changer and see the
connection.

Mayall is indeed the main man
of blues in England He plays
every goddamn instrument (he
did an LP by himself.
overdubbing each instrument).
He knows blues; how to write it,
arrange it, and how to get it
played right. Bluesbreakers; are
famous and roll on and on; do
you know Eric Capton, Aynsley
Dunbar, Jack Bruce, Peter
Green, Mick Fleetwood, John
Me Vie, Keef Hartley, John
Heckstall-Smith?

Mayall used to do a Chicago
Blues as it was, and as it is, but
lately he has been doing a
different thing. Still blues, but
with a switch of labels (from

ttempt
Movie

Terminal Point Schnitzer
resigned from Le Cinema Atelier
and took on seven credits of
independent study with the
ambition of directing a
full-length motion picture for a
national audience to be
commercially distributed.
Sponsored by Professors Hartzell
and Breuhl of the Theatre
Department, Schnitzer has
undertaken the immense task of
finding a producer willing to
back his original screenplay.

Co-authored with Larry
Beinhardt, The Bunnyhole
Bordello is a story of two coeds
who establish a brothel off
campus. "The Bunnyhole
Bordello is not what I consider
truly representative of an
aesthetic that I hold sacred,"
says Schnitzer, but it does have
that quality which producers
look for--sex. With the
tremendous financial success of
Vixen, I am Curious,. and
Female Animal, backers are
looking for pure profit in
exploitation films. After seeing
20 producers thus far, Schnitzer
has run into problems because
he is not "bankable," that is, his
movie is not guaranteed to gross
over and above productioncosts.
but he is optimistic as to the
interest some producers have
expressed and is in the process
of typing a treatment, a
combination synopsis of plot

I
0 - , -MmsoW

record for their tint LP.
He split the group after the

American appearance, and Bert
Berns, previously their manager,
took Morrison as a single onto
his new Bang records. We still
think of that record that lives in
many 45's collections: "Brown
Eyed Girl."

He's got a brand new album
on Warner's called Moonstone
which contains quite a few really
fine cuts. Morrison has a great
voice that never cuts corners and
fills you with good vibes. (Do you
believe in vibes?)

little hMtory in 1964 be and
four others formedlTem, who
became the first British rock
group (Irish) to perform at any
U. S. club (The Whiskey).
Morrison wrote a couple of good
solid hits for Them which have
become pop standards.
Remember "Baby Please Don't
Go" and "'Gloria"? Though the
Shadows of Knight got "Gloria".
as the hit in the U. S.whichwas
somewhat of the west coast
national anthem for a time.
Them were quite popular in
England and received a mold

what he wants in his films: "I
want a personal statement drawn
from my personal experience. I
like to have my films deal with
life forces...bodies of energy
which cause an intense emotion
to occur." Before traveling to
Washington last semester and
being gassed, he considered the
only life forces to be drugs and
sex. He has since added a third
force--politics. Desiring to
incorporate all life forms, he
comments, "I see no reason why
you can't equate the tear of joy
from sex to the tear of pain
from gas."

Schnitzer has given himself
-13 months to do what others
have taken years to accomplish.
Without thinking of what would
happen if he failed, Schnitzer
has become totally emersed in
his struggle. "Everything I've
ever done was formidable to be

from Polity to do a film, I can
get 25 times that much from a
producer.- It is this kind of
tenacity, drive and almost
blindness which may just make
Robert Schnitzer successful in
his bid as a director. He has six
to eight more weeks of seeing
producers and praying for
backing. Of this ordeal he says,
"I am living on the assumption
that by that time I will have a
contract, the money to film or
will already be in production."

The economic strain of
commuting to the city five days
a week, the educational
shakiness of being a liberal arts
major with over 30 credits in
theatre and the social alienation
of a man striving toward only
one goal is a lot to lay on the
line for anything. Only Robert
Schnitzer knows how high the
odds are stacked against him.

be distributed to potential
entrepreneurs. Schnitzer hopes
to raise anywhere from $50,000
to $500,000 for his project.

Aside from this time and
energy consuming excursion,
two other screenplays are being
completed. The Library deals
with the issues surrounding
student unrest, focusing on the
relationships which develop
among those left in a library
after a takeover and awaiting the
police. The second idea, Queen
Victoria, is the screenplay
Schnitzer is most satisfied with
and most enthusiastic about. It
concerns a middle-aged
university English teacher and
the liberal hypocrites of- the
institution. Schnitzer would like
Ultra- Violet, a personal friend,
to star and help back this effort.
The Stony Brook campus is
planned as the base for all of the
filming locations.

Norm-rkan Jewison's

Sunday-American Culture Series

Yankee Doodle Dandy

Starring James Cagney, Walter Huston, Joan Leslie,

Rosemary DeCamp Frances Langford, Eddie Foy

Sun. 8:30 Lec. 100

Page 10

Concert Previewv

iayall And Morrison Together
By HANK TEICH

* SIfTH HAVEN MALL *
Jho T1ock (RL 25s I

Soundings
ai

Thomas Crown
Affair

g Steve McQueen, Faye Dunaway,
Paul Burke, Jack Weston

Music by Michael Legrand

Friday & Saturday 8:00 & 10:30

Lec. 100

Resounding .
Contribute: Poetry - Fiction
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Nominated for 7
Academy Auaras
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Deadline - March 15 th
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Basket balers Seek
Buffalo Slow Down

.

- - -
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Continued from page 12
Alternately, as the opportunities
present themselves, the ball will
go inside to Hoss, out to the side
to Art Baclawski, or back behind
t he foul line for Myrick's
jumpers.

As usual, the team will
concentrate on playing tough
defense. Don't be surprised
tonight when the Pats slow
down the game's tempo, for, in
Massimino's eyes, "the key
determinant to the game is to
stop Buffalo from running."

Saturday evening the team
will play either Hartwick (17-5
and ranked No.2 in New York)
or Montclair State (22-:2 and No.
1 in New Jersey). Montclair's
top performers are 6'5" forward

Phil Baccarella and 6'4" center
Robert Sienkowicz. As for
Hartwick, they beat Lehman by
about 15, and eeked out a 63-62
win over Albany State.

Above all Coach Massimino
feels that the NCAA tourney
selection "is a very very big
thing to us, in terms of prestige,
in terms of our won-lost record,
in terms of going to Evansville as
one of the top eight teams in the
country, in terms of giving the
State University at Stony Brook
a name in the NCAA
tournament." Stressing his hope
that many of the Patriot faithful
will make the trip to Buffalo,
Manssimino concluded by saying
"it means a lot to everyone. I'd

like everyone to share in it."

17-16, 15-9, 10-15, 15-10 was the
damage. Gross won the biggest
4quarterfinal match when he
eliminated the tournament's top
seed, Staffieri, in straight games.
Joel, who in recent weeks played
up to the level everyone knew he
was capable of, made it look
easy 15-6, 15-6, 17-16.
Goldstein played hard in
defeating Ross 17-15, 16-13,
16-13. Weisman defeated
Fischbach in the other
quarterfinal match.

Semi-Finals

The semi-final round
played the next afternoon lined
up this way: Gross opposed
Weisman and Goldstein went up
against Hilbert. Gross continued
the finest playing he has ever
done with a straight game win
over Adelphi's Weisman. Joel
completely turned the tables on
the same Panther star who had
routed him at Adelphi just a
month earlier. The scores were
16-15, 15-11, 15-11, as Gross
disposed of two of the three
Adelphi players.

Goldstein fell in four
games to the Ram's spunky
Hilbert. Stu, a freshman this
year and one of the four or five
Stony Brook players who will be
battling for top spot on the team

next season, played well but he
couldn't cope with the improved
Fordham racquet player.
Goldstein bowed 15-9, 15-9,
9-15, 15 3.

Gross Falls

Hilbert, the tournament's
surprise ' 'gian t - ki l l e r,"
completed his personal vendetta
against Stony Brook as he beat
Gross in straight games in the
tournament finals. He thereby
k nocked out Clark in the
quarters, Goldstein in the semis
and Gross in the finals, getting
stronger all the while. In the
championship match Gross paled
before Hilbert's onslaught by
scores of 15-7, 15-11, 15-11.

In the consolation match
for third place Goldstein beat
Weisman 13-16, 15-6, 15-11,
16-13.

All in all the Pats had
plenty to cheer about during and
after the Stevens Tournament.
Two young players, Gross a soph
and Goldstein a frosh, took
down the awards and honor that
came with a second and third
place finish, and Clark, a junior,
the team's top player when at
full strength, will return next
year to bulwark the Stony
Brook racquet squad.

Record HoldWr: lit dver, Mark Slver, set tho record for the most
points in the diving event when he accumulated 190.7 points in the
team's final meet against Maritime. Now, Silver and all his
teammates are competing in the Met Championships in Monmouth,
New Jersey. The Championships will last until Saturday evening. The
sixteen teams of the Met Conference, both Division One and
Division Two, take part.
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give a damn toward racing at all,
but are interested in cars
MOTOR TREND fits the bill. It
has a lot about cars, a little
about racing. It's good.

One last publication to b*
mentioned: Competition Pres,
and Auto week. A weekly
newspaper devoted tc
autosports, it covers major races,

antique auto meets, news related
to auto sports and other
features. Anyone interested in
SCCA amateur racing, and
wanting a racing car will find a
wide choice in AUTOWEEK's
classified section.

Whatever your interest, go to
the library. All of the above
periodicals are available. Try
reading one, but first a warning:
you may like it so much you'll
find yourself subscribing to
them! My room is overcrowded
with all those copies of CAR
AND DRIVER, ROAD &
TRACK, SPORTS CAR
GRAPHIC, CAR LIFE,
COMPETITION PRESS AND
AUTOWEEK,. . .HELP!

"Action Line" or feature
devoted to assisting readers with
unusual automotive problems
such as, where can I get high
performance parts for my Opel?
If you think CD isn't related

enough to automotive issues,
then CL might be more in your
line.

SPORTS CAR GRAPHIC,
HOT ROD MAGAZINE and
MOTOR TREND are fine
periodicals appealing to different
groups. If road-racing's your bag
and you care for nothing else,
you'll like SCG's approach and
its testing of sporty machinery.
They cover the SCCA events
well, and if nothing else (and
there is a lot more), the
humorous "Off Camber" feature
is worth the price of the
magazine alone. If, you love drag
racing only, HOT ROD
MAGAZI NE is for you. To be
honest, I have little interest in
that field of autosports, but I
still find that HRM covers the
world of drag racing and the cars
involved very well. If you don't

JUST AR-RIVED ! A
- Suedes & Leathers Bucks

- Pants - Bells
* Jackets & Vests

Wholesale Prices -
An Unbelievable
Purchase

'See us at JOIN Therh

UNDERGROUND

Sneak around the corner at Three Village Shopping Center

Underground at Bette Vogel, Ltd.

751-8866
GAM M M M mm ---m ------- ===-w

Can you

Write?
Well, don't sit back quietly. If something

bothers you, or if you have "sage" advice you
wish to share - then put it down on paper
(typed please) and send it to:

Voice of the People
Statesman

Union Building - SUNY
Stony Brook, New York 11790

Everyone is invited.

Rigrhtf!

Am * f Pi
Gtrls leam
Falls Twice

By RANDY DANTO

The Women's Varsity
Basketball Team ended its
season Tuesday night by losing
to Molloy College 45-20. On the
previous evening the Patriots fell
to Wagner College, 38-15,
despite the performance of Pat
Conlin who scored 13 points.

The Tuesday night
meeting with Molloy was
altogether different than the
first meeting of the two teams
earlier in the year. At that time,
the Pats gained an early lead
only to have the game stopped
because a visiting player had
been injured and her team had
no substitutes.

This time, however,
Molloy's precise shooting keyed
their victory. Pat Conlin, whose
shooting has improved over the
season, hit for six field goals,
mostly from the outside.
4 In Monday night's game,
the visiting Patriots were held
scoreless until the second
quarter. They picked up some
momentum in the third period
n-e Cnnnlin crored seven naints
but it wasn't enough. Anne Rillo
fouled out of the contest,
further weakening the effort.

The team improved
towards the end of the season
and Coach Sandra Weeden is
looking forward to an improved
record next year.

* * 1 YA Guide
By KEN LANG

In the past articles on auto
racing, you have been
introduced to Grand Prix racing,
amateur racing, notification of
motorsport personalities
speaking here and information
on racing in this area. There are
two more areas to be covered:
automotive periodicals and
Statesman's annual look at the
New York International Auto
Show. Our Auto Show special
will come in early April, but
now Statesman's auto editor,
columnist, consultant (pick one)
brings you a look at picking an
auto magazine best for your
interests.

If you enjoy well written
articles on all forms of
autosports and commentary on
the industry, CAR AND
DRIVER is it. It is staffed by
some of the best writers in the
vusiness, who can be described
as enthusiasts, from Editor
Gordon Jennings, on down.
More than enthusiastic, C/D is
honest. Ralph Nader once
claimed auto magazines were the
promotional arm of Detroit. If
that's true, then a piece by
Brock Yates on the short-sighted
attitude of Detroit,
appropriately titled "The Grosse
Point Myopians," should never
have appeared. Charles Fox has
written a slew of articles, many
of which should appear in high
school English texts as examples
of fine literature.

Two other magazines, ROAD
& TRACK and CAR LIFE are
different examples of auto
magazines. R&T emphasizes
European machinery, an
overwhelming amount of
technical information, and often
some of the best Grand Prix
reports. This comes as a surprise,
as GP reports are written by Rob
Walker, manager of an
independent GP team. If you
enjoy the technical approach,
road tests and fine race reports,
R&T is perfect.

CAR LIFE could be called an
imitation of C/D, but CAR LIFE
is more involved in American
automobiles and American
racing. Recently, CL sent its
staff out testing racing cars
(Indy racers, dirt-track midgets,
etc.), which has produced some
fine reading. CL also has an

Pats Take 2nd and 3rd
Continued from page 12

* to Auto Magazines
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Patriots Seek To Slow Down Buffalo Sta,te
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Good Luck
Basketballers

Good Luck
Swimmers

March 6. 1970

By JERRY REITMAN
Tonight, the Stony Brook

athletic program goes big time,
as the Patriots meet Buffalo
State in the NCAA Regionals.
Who are these guys? How big are
they? What kind of game do
they play? Finally, and most
importantly, what are the Pats'
chances?

Stony Brook and Buffalo
State have similar records, the
upstaters boasting a 19-3 ledger
while SB comes in at 18-4. Both
clubs have knocked off Potsdam
and Oneonta, but Buffalo also
polished off New Paltz, while
the Pats got a home job back in
December in their season
opener, 78-76. Little difference
there.

The game at 9 pm this evening
will find Stony Brook in a
"rare" role, as the underdog.

Buffalo State, in addition to
being the top-ranked team in
New York, is also getting the
tremedous advantage of playing
on its home court. As if this
weren't enough, the Patriots are
giving away height at virtually
every position.

Mike Kerr will again oppose a
larger foe; this time the 6'7"
behemoth is John McKintosh.
Buffalo State's forwards are 6'4"
Randy Smith and 6'2" Len
Hendley. Smith, a junior from
Bellport, is the team's super-star.
If he gets checked, the upstarters
are in trouble. Billy Myrick and
Gerry Glassberg also will have to
shoot over taller foes. Tom
Borschal and Ken Zak measure
Ad atI WI." and 'lt-'" respe-cttieVy.

But b o dies are not enough. A
team must have talent and play
its particular type of ballgame.
Buffalo very definitely has the
talent, and their style centers
around a fast-breaking offense.
As Pat Coach Roland Massimino
explained it, they are "primarily
a run and shoot type of
basketball team. They score
one-third of their points on a
fast break."

Stony Brook will take the
court with its "regular offense,"
and as Massimino -said, "We're
We're going to do what we've
been doing all year long, and do
what we do best." This means
play for the good shot, with
primarily a three-pronged attack.

Continued on page 11
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sent Gross and Goldstein,
number two and three
respectively on the Stony Brook
squash ladder. Gross was placed
in the first bracket with
Adelphi's Staffieri. Goldstein
found himself up against Palmer
in the third bracket. Other
Adelphi entries were Val
Diequez and Darryl Weisman.
Fordham's contingent included
the dark horse tournament
champion Hilbert and Bill
Hopkins. Stevens also entered
Brian Ross, Wagner sent Claude
Schoenlank and Joe Fastaia, and
Seton Hall's Pirates were
represented by Mike Maloney
and Gary Brown. The 16 man
field was filled out with the
entry of John Stilwell of
Rutgers.

Pats Advance

In the first round the Pat
contingent met no trouble.
Clark, weakened by a flu bug
that had bedded him down for
most of the previous week,
Passed into the quarters on a
default from Fastaia. Gross
disposed of Schoelank 15-11, 15-11,
15-9 and Goldstein defeated
third seeded Palmer 12-15, 15-11,
15-10, 15-10. The other five
'players in the quarterfinal round

were Staffieri, Weisman,
Fischbach, Ross and Hilbert.

In the quarters the first
Red and Gray racquetmen 'bit
the dust." Clark bowed to the
eventual champ Hilbert in an
exciting five game match. Chris
gave his Ram opponent his
tou ghest match of the
tournament but Hilbert's fine
play and Clark's lack of stamina
finally paved his downfall; 7-15,

Continued on page 11

NCAA Games
To Be
Broadcast

The Patriot NCAA
Tournament basketball games
will be broadcast over WUSB,
the campus radio station.

Tonight's game against
Buffalo State will start at 9 p.m.
with radio coverage beginning at
8:50. Tomorrow, Stony Brook
will play at 7 p.m. if they are in
the consolation round following
a loss to Buffalo State, or at 9
p.m. in the finals should they
win on Friday. In either case,
WUSB coverage starts ten
minutes before game time.

Mike Leiman and WUSB
Sports Director Rick Foster will
be at the mike.

submit their top two.
The field was split into

four brackets of four players
each, with each quartet headed
by one of the seeded players in
the tournament, the number one
players from Adelphi, Stony
Brook, Fordham and Stevens.
The Panther's Ron Staffieri was
seeded one, the Pats' Chris Clark
two, Paul Palmer of the Rams
was three, and Tech's Jin
Fischbach was the fourth seed.
Ironically being seeded turned
out to be the "kill of death" --
none of the four seeds lasted
past the quarter final round of
eight.

Besides Clark, the Patriots

By BARRY SHAPIRO

Joel Gross took second
and Stu Goldstein copped third
place in the Stevens Invitational
Squash Tournament won last
weekend by Fordham's Larry
Hilbert.

The Stevens Tournament
is the individual championship
for the Metropolitan Squash
Association. The top three teams
in the conference, Stony Brook,
Adelphi and Fordham were
invited to send their top three
players, while the other league
squads, Stevens Tech, Wagner
and Seton Hall were asked to

FGA FGM % FTA FTM % A REB FUMB VIOL PTSAVG SCRPLAYERS

Kerr
Glassberg
Willard
Shulman
Myrick
Baclawski
Manning
Hollie
Archibald
Gieckel
Koch
Lefferts
Holownia
Dannhauser
Shapiro

46
56
38

5
52
36

4
13

7
1
4
3
0
7
1

44
18
16

7
16
13

5
7
1
1
2
2
0
0
0

436
141
207
25

293
297
15
45
10
7
9
5
5

31

9

19.8
6.4
9.4
6.3

13.3
13.5

.9
2.0

.8

.8

.9

.5
.6

2.0
1.5

277
96
173
23

260
309
20
49
5
6
9
3
6
19
10

156
41
68
5

113
138

5
18
3
3
4
1
1
69
3

.562 182

.429 91

.394 96
.217 26
.435 96
.447 37
.250 17
.368 21
.600 10
.500 3
.444 4
.333 7
.167 8
.473 20
.300 9

124
59
61
15
67
21

5
9
4
1
1
3
3

13
3

22
143

53
12
68
36
0

6
3
1
0
1
2

16
1

386
84

150
8

88
191

19
50
6
1
8
5
5
5

10

.682

.648
.636
.577
.698
.568
.340
.428
.400
.333
.250
.428
.375
.650
.333

off69.3
1 3 2 1 5 2 5 def59.5TOTALS 1265 568 .449 627 389 .620 364 1006 .273
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Squashmen Cop Second and Third in Tourney

Basketball Team Stats

SAB & Roth Quad Council Present

A Grease Mood with

"The Roots of Evil"
Friday Night - 8:30 P.M.


